Berries are ovoid or nearly spherical. The berries turn orange-yellow when ripe, and they are not edible. C. arabica is also known as Formosan gooseberry or fukugi mangosteen. Its berries are round and yellowish green when ripe. Each berry contains one or two coffee beans.

Having previously released two sets of stamps on berries on January 12, 2012 and January 17, 2013, China Post issued another set of four stamps. This Post issued another set of four stamps.

The stamp set features Chinese herbs. The sheet composition is 20 (4 × 5). The stamp size is 32 × 32 (mm) and the perforation is 13½ × 12½. The paper used is phosphorescent stamp paper and the printer is China Color Printing Co., Ltd. The designer is I-Wei Huang.
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The plant is edible and medicinally valuable. It is also used in essential oils, flowers are light yellow.

To showcase the enchanting beauty of herb plants, Chunghwa Post issued a set of four stamps. The plant has opposite leaves, which are rich green, with a pleasant sheen. The flowers are
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